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中 文 摘 要 ： 在此研究工作中, 我們利用「阿塔卡瑪大型毫米及次毫米波望遠鏡
陣列」(ALMA)對木衛二歐羅巴的大氣化學組成進行觀測, 以及藉由
羅賽達號太空船對彗星67P長達兩年的電波觀測資料, 來研究太陽系
裡的水分子與其他易揮發性有機分子之起源與分布. 歐羅巴為一顆
繞行木星運轉的衛星, 其表面覆蓋冰層, 多樣性的地表特徵與磁場
觀測的結果推測歐羅巴存在著地下海洋. 此外, 最新的哈伯太空望
遠鏡觀測資料顯示, 歐羅巴有著類似於土衛二(恩斯拉達斯)的間歇
泉噴發之地表活動. 我們的ALMA觀測資料顯示歐羅巴大氣層裡存在
著水分子. 藉由分子的分佈樣貌與噴發速度的大小, 我們推測出其
來源: 水分子的噴發機制是類似於土衛二恩斯拉達斯的地熱活動,
可能由地下海洋所造成的氣體噴發事件. 冰火山作用也是另一種可
能的氣體噴發機制. 這仍需更多的觀測資料來作佐證.
彗星67P則是一顆屬於木星族的短週期彗星, 羅賽達號太空船在
2014年抵達這顆彗星且其繞行時間長達兩年, 以前所未有的近距離
(亦即前所未有的解析度)探索著此彗星的地表, 化學組成與其噴發
氣體和周遭環境的互動作用. 我們將利用羅賽達號太空船上的電波
觀測資料, 來探討太陽照射產生氣體的噴發效應, 以及彗核地表化
學組成上的不均勻性等等. 目前我們已分析出彗核地表的特定活躍
區域, 這代表著彗核內部組成結構可能是不均勻的(如某些區域較多
為空洞). 另外, 觀測結果也顯示此彗星的南半球擁有較多的甲醇分
子, 這也反應出此彗星在化學組成上的不均質性. 最後, 比較電波
觀測資料與羅賽達號太空船的可見光波段資料, 我們找到彗星氣體
噴發過程與塵埃噴流之間的相關性, 這將可以進一步分析氣體與塵
埃之間的交互作用. 這些研究成果預期將會增進我們對太陽系的起
源與演化之瞭解, 同時也探索著太陽系裡可能的生命起源與分布.
中 文 關 鍵 詞 ： 太陽系, 歐羅巴, 彗星, 外氣層, 電波觀測, 天文化學
英 文 摘 要 ： Europa is an icy satellite orbiting Jupiter which is
suggested to have a global subsurface ocean from the
diversity of surface geological features and the magnetic
field measurements made by the Galileo spacecraft. In
addition, the HST observations also suggested water vapors
outgassing from Europa, similar to Enceladus plume
activity. In this proposed work, we have completed the ALMA
(Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array) data
analysis of Europa’s exosphere. The preliminary results
showed the existence of some molecular gas such as H2O. The
local density enhancement in the exosphere and its high
ejection velocity suggest that the H2O gas could be likely
the outgassing activity associated with its localized
liquid water reservoir and/or its subsurface ocean. Further
spectral data of other molecular species such as NaCl and
KCl is under investigation, and it will help us understand
Europa interior ocean chemistry and environment.
In addition, we also study the comet 67P/C–G using with
the MIRO (Microwave Instrument for the Rosetta Orbiter).
The Rosetta spacecraft arrived at Comet 67P/ C-G in 2014

and orbited it for about two years. It was the first time
that the Rosetta spacecraft explored the cometary nucleus
and its environment in such great detail (i.e., at a
distance < 400 km). We investigate the nucleus and coma
composition of the comet 67P with the MIRO spectral
profiles. The active regions on the surface of the cometary
nucleus are identified, and it shows a higher abundance of
CH3OH ice in the southern part of this icy body indicating
an inhomogeneous nucleus. The dust-gas interaction is
studied by comparing the MIRO gas data with the jets and
outburst events observed by OSIRIS. Some simultaneous
events of outgassing activity and dust jets are identified.
Our work aims to improve understanding the chemical
composition of the icy satellites such as Europa and their
evolved exospheres, and the cometary coma. It will help
reveal the secret of origin and distribution of water and
other volatile organic molecules in the solar system.
英 文 關 鍵 詞 ： Solar System, Europa, Comet 67P/C-G, Exosphere, Radio
Observation, Astrochemistry
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總結:
我們參與國際合作的太空探測任務-追逐彗星的羅賽達號太空船, 利⽤太空船上搭載的電波望遠
鏡觀測資料, 分析彗星噴發氣體的化學組成以及其周遭環境的互動關係, 例如太陽⽇夜照射產⽣噴發
效應與彗核地表組成上的不均勻性等. 另外, 我們也獲得「阿塔卡瑪⼤型毫⽶及次毫⽶波望遠鏡陣列」
的觀測時間來研究太陽系裡其他⼩天體, 如穀神星和⽊衛⼆歐羅巴, 藉以瞭解它們外氣層的化學組成
與空間分佈, 並更進⼀步探討其氣體來源機制是否為其地下海洋的熱泉噴發事件. 這些研究成果預期
將會增進我們對太陽系天體起源與演化的瞭解, 同時也探索著太陽系裡其他可能的⽣命起源與分佈
環境; ⽽這也將帶領我們探索著未來無限的可能, 如尋找適合⼈類持續發展的"下⼀顆地球". 除此之
外, 藉由與國際研究學者的合作, 加⼊各個國際太空任務⼩組以獲取最新觀測資料與科學發展, 這也
使得我們在沒有⼤規模國家預算投⼊太空探測計畫的艱難情形下, 卻還是能在國際太空任務中佔有
⼀席之地, 並提升臺灣的能⾒度, 以期未來能在國際太空計畫能有更緊密的合作與連結. 再者, 藉由
天⽂研究領域的新知傳遞, 希望能提升⼀般社會⼤眾對天⽂科學知識的普及程度和促進⼈⽂涵養. 此
外, 本計劃提供年輕學⼦良好的學術環境氣氛與資源, 以及擴展國際視野, 將協助培養臺灣未來可能
從事基礎科學研究的⼈才.
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Report:
In this proposal work, we investigate the exospheres of Ceres and Europa using with ALMA (Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array), and study the comet 67P/C-G using with MIRO (Microwave
Instrument for the Rosetta Orbiter). These radio spectral data help us identify the chemical composition of
Ceres’ and Europa’s exospheres as well as the cometary coma. It will reveal the secret of origin and
distribution of water and other volatile organic molecules in the solar system. Recently, we have completed
the proposed tasks: (1) analyzed the ALMA data of Europa’s and Ceres’ exospheres; and (2) analyzed the
Rosetta MIRO data of the coma composition of the comet 67P/C-G. The details are discussed in the
following.
(1) Europa
Europa is an icy moon orbiting Jupiter. A global subsurface ocean was inferred to exist inside Europa
from (1) the diversity of surface geological features; (2) the magnetic field measurements made by the
Galileo spacecraft (i.e., Anderson et al., 1998; Kivelson et al., 2000); and (3) the HST detections of atomic
oxygen and hydrogen also suggested water vapors outgassing from Europa’s south polar region, similar to
Enceladus’ plume activities (seen Figure 1; Roth et al., 2014; 2016). Later, Sparks et al., (2016, 2017) also
reported a repeated outgassing region near the Pwyll crater on Europa obtained from the HST continuum
absorption images when Europa transited at Jupiter. In addition, when revisiting the magnetic field and
plasma data obtained from the Galileo spacecraft, Jia et al. (2018) and McGrath et al. (2017) also found the
consistent evidences of Europa’s outgassing events near the Pwyll crater. Therefore, we used the ALMA to
search for the important molecular gas composition in Europa’s plumes and its exosphere.
The detections of H2O, SO2 and NaCl molecules in gas phase are confirmed. It is the first-ever direct
detection of the primordial molecules in Europa’s plume composition, rather than their dissociated

fragments, obtained from the ground-based radio spectroscopic observations. It is clearly seen in the
ALMA images that the peaked emissions of both H2O and SO2 are co-located in the mid-latitude region of
Europa’s northern hemisphere in its leading side, but the NaCl emission is slightly north-shifted from the
peaked H2O and SO2 emission region (Kuan et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019) (the ALMA results and detail
discussions/implications written in Tseng et al., 2020 to be submitted soon; no images shown here due to
the confidential issue). The local inhomogeneity in these observed images, which is inconsistent with the
morphology of a relatively uniform exosphere formed from surface sputtering and thermal desorption (i.e.,
Teolis et al., 2017), just revealed the plume activity sourced from a localized region (possibly near the Tyre
crater; seen Figure 2).

Figure 1: An illustration of water vapors outgassing from Europa’s subsurface ocean. (Credit: Swedish
Institute of Space Physics)

Figure 2: Left – The approximately natural color of Europa’s ice-covered surface with the long and dark
fractures in the crust (Europa’s diameter of ~3,120 km). Right – The ring-structure of Tyre crater. (Credit:
NASA/JPL)
In addition, the water column density computed in an optically-thin case with thermal excitation
under Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE) of an assumed temperature of 150K is ~3.8x1018 cm-2, which is
roughly 2 orders of magnitude larger than the value an exosphere produced mainly from sputtering on

surface ice can sustain (i.e., Teolis et al., 2017; Cassidy et al., 2009). Therefore, both have been
self-explicitly suggested the outgassing activity occurred on Europa. Moreover, from spatial distributions
of the emissions and their derived gas velocities, we suggest that (1) H2O (~1.3 km/s) is directly from a
plume source; (2) NaCl (~ 0 km/s) is evaporated from the icy grains entrained the outgassing event; and (3)
SO2 (~ 0 km/s) is thermally desorpted from the surface ice regolith when heated from the undersurface
outgassing activity.
From the detected H2O emission location, the outgassing activity could be associated with the nearby
region of Tyre Mascula. The unique morphology of the Tyre crater region (seen in Figure 2), such as its
multiple-ring structure, suggested the possible presence of liquid water beneath at thin surface ice shell
during the impact (Kadel et al., 2000). It is likely that the gas could leak to the space from Europa’s
undersurface ocean and/or localized liquid water pocket through the cracks in this crater region, similar to
Enceladus plume activity. There are also some unusual features found to be around the Tyre crater region,
for example, the relatively higher abundance of crystalline water ice on Europa's surface (Ligier et al., 2016).
It could be attributed to a warmer formation environment like thermal convection in the ice shell (Hansen
& McCord, 2004). Finally, it is seen that the previous Europa’s ionospheric electron density profiles
observed by Galileo (McGrath et al., 2017) also showed some structures of the E19x and E4x flybys in the
locations close to the Tyre region. The above are the evidences supporting our proposed scenario of the
plumes observed by ALMA originated from the Tyre region.
Based on the ocean chemistry models of Brown and Hand (2013), NaCl and KCl deposits are predicted
to be the dominant non-ice component in the leading hemisphere. Irradiated NaCl from the subsurface
liquid water has also been proposed as an alternative candidate of the non-ice surface materials of Europa
(Hand and Carlson, 2015). Therefore, Europa’s surface composition could have the imprints of direct ocean
evaporates. Deposition of salty ice grains inferred from our ALMA detection of NaCl is consistent with the
recent irradiated NaCl signature observed on the leading hemisphere (Trumbo et al., 2019). However, the
Europa ocean salinity could not be directly estimated from our NaCl detection since it is suggested to be
evaporated from the icy grains entrained the outgassing event.
In addition to the new findings discussed above, there is still much value in our ALMA Cycle 4 data of
Europa, and more line information require further analysis which will be done in next proposal work. The
tidal stress phase caused by Europa’s eccentric orbit was thus thought to be the main drive of Europa’s
outgassing event, similar to the main cause of Enceladus’ plume activity (Hedman et al., 2013; Roth et al.,
2014). However, so far, the orbital information when the plume activities were observed does not show an
explicit regulation by tidal stress which still remain mostly inconclusive. Therefore, we will also request
more ALMA time to monitor the relationship between Europa’s outgassing events and its tidal phase
(2) Comet 67P/C-G
Comet 67P is one of Jupiter-family comets orbiting the Sun with a period of 6.44 years. The Rosetta
spacecraft caught the comet 67P at 3.6 AU in 2014 and monitored the cometary activity along its way to
perihelion (at 1.24 AU) and post-perihelion until 2016. The Rosetta spacecraft has investigated the

cometary nucleus from close ranges (< 400 km), and studied the development of the outgassing activity
associated with its surface structure and ice composition. For the first time, the Rosetta spacecraft explored
the nucleus and its environment in such detail. With the radio spectral line profiles observed by MIRO
onboard Rosetta, our investigation focused on the time variability of cometary outgassing (i.e., evolution
with the heliocentric distance) and its nucleus heterogeneity (i.e., the chemical abundance in different
regions). The preliminary results of our MIRO data analysis have been published by Lai et al., (2019). Time
evolution of the integrated area of MIRO spectral lines of H218O (at 547676.440 MHz) and CH3OH (at
558566.05 MHz) of comet 67P as a function of the observation date (i.e., distance from the Sun) are shown
in Figure 3. In general, it is seen the increased activity during post-perihelion compared to the
pre-perihelion activity due to thermal lag which is related to the nucleus interior structure (i.e., porosity),
similar to the results shown in Marshall et al., (2017). However, the small line areas shown around the
perihelion are partly due to the observational effect, i.e., MIRO pointed to the north side of the cometary
nucleus when the Sun hit the south part of the nucleus around perihelion. In addition, it is also complicated
by the variable geometry effect (i.e., line of sight vs. nucleus topography) combined with the anisotropic
outgassing (i.e., jets) and the background continuum temperature (i.e., day and night). The evolution of the
line area ratio of CH3OH/H2O in June – August 2015 is shown in Figure 4. It is seen a slight increase after
perihelion (>0.1), which is consistent with Biver et al., (2018).

Figure 3: Time evolution of the integrated area of MIRO spectral lines of H218O (Left) and CH3OH (Right) as a
function of the observation date (i.e., distance from the Sun). X-axis: the day before/after perihelion and “0”
means perihelion. Y-axis: the spectral line area representing the measured water column density.

Figure 4: Time evolution of the line area
ratios of of CH3OH/H218O in June - August
2015. X-axis: the day before/after
perihelion and “0” means perihelion.

The active regions on the nucleus surface such as the Imhotep region are identified (i.e., based on the
relatively larger line area of H2O which represents the higher water production) and shown in Table 1. The
names of the regions corresponding to the nucleus surface map are shown in Figure 5. These active regions
are generally in agreement with the previous findings in Marshall et al., (2017) and Vincent et al., (2016).
Some active regions are observed to have surface features i.e., the water ice patches (Oklay et al., 2017). It
is also shown the chemical inhomogeneity in the cometary nucleus based on the H2O and CH3OH
distributions (seen in Figure 6), which is generally in agreement with the findings of Biver et al., (2018).
Identifying the local inhomogeneity in the nucleus composition plays an important role not only on
understanding of the nucleus’ interior structure but also on the origin and evolution of the cometary
nucleus.
Table 1: The active region of cometary nucleus of comet 67P

*SZA: solar zenith angle

Figure 5: The region name on the nucleus surface of comet 67P (adapted from Vincent et al., (2016); and
blue dots identify the origin of the outburst events). Based on our analysis of MIRO water lines, Wosret,
Neith, Sobek, Bes and Anhur etc…… are identified as the active regions.

Figure 6: The line area ratio of CH3OH /H2O (shown in the color bar) with its corresponding beam size of
MIRO are projected on the cometary nucleus surface. It helps characterize the local inhomogeneity in the
nucleus composition.
Figure 7 showed variations of the MIRO line areas of H218O in the Geb and Worset surface regions and
their observational information such as the continuum temperature, local solar time and solar zenith angle.
It is found that the larger gas production rates generally occurred in the late afternoon and night time, due
to the thermal inertia properties of the nucleus (i.e., its interior structure and porosity). It is also consistent
with the findings in Vincent et al. (2016). However, it does not show any obvious relationship between the
water production rate and the solar zenith angle. A different source mechanism related to the gas/dust
production from landslides on the nucleus surface (Hofstadter et al., the Rosetta MIRO team meeting),
rather than the ice sublimation by solar heating, is another interesting topic. This might help explain some
large water line areas (i.e., the water production rates) occurred without significant correlations with the
effect of solar radiation (i.e., local solar time and solar zenith angle). Therefore, it could be the case that
landslide on the nucleus surface resulted in more water ice exposure being sublimated.
In addition to identify the chemical inhomogeneity in the nucleus composition, we also study its
interior structure to correlate (synchronize) the gas emissions with dust jets by comparing the MIRO data
(i.e., water gas) with the OSIRIS data (i.e., dust). However, no temporal and spatial correlation was found in

comparisons with the outburst events published in Vincent et al., (2016). It is possibly because there is a
large difference between the viewing directions of both instruments. Another comparison was made with
another OSIRIS dataset analyzed by Dr. Zhong-Yi Lin et al. (in preparation), and the spotted coincident
events were shown in Figure 8. This work is in preparation to be submitted to the A&A journal soon. In
addition, a 3D non-LTE radiative transfer model is developed and examined to retrieve the scientific
information of gas column density, temperature and expansion velocity from the observed line profiles.
This step is crucial for studying the optically-thick water lines of comet 67P/C-G near perihelion and gas
dynamics in the cometary coma.

Figure 7: The detail information of the water outgassing in the surface region of Geb (upper panel) and
Worset (lower panel) observed by MIRO: line area, solar zenith angle, local solar hour time and the
continuum temperature (from left to right).

Figure 8: The spotted coincident events between the MIRO data (i.e., water gas emission) and the OSIRIS
data (i.e., dust jets) observed in August 2015. The OSIRIS data (blue dots) are provided from Dr. Zhong-Yi Lin
et al. (in preparation). The red box represents the MIRO beam size projected on the cometary nucleus.
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中央研究院與科技部研究專題計畫補助出國開會之
⼼得報告書

姓名職稱：曾瑋玲

助理教授

服務機關：國⽴台灣師範⼤學地球科學系
出國⺫的：參加SMA (Sub-Millimeter Array) Time Allocation Committee審查
SMA觀測計畫書
派赴國家城市：美國波⼠頓
出國期間：2018/10/6-2018/10/14
⾏程記事:
10/6/2018 (Sat):

從臺灣搭機出發, 抵達美國波⼠頓

10/7/2018 (Sun):

閱讀 SMA 觀測計劃申請書並撰寫審查報告;
與哈佛⼤學的科研合作者 Dr. Cao 進⾏餐敘與學術交流(卡⻄尼計畫)

10/8/2018 (Mon):

閱讀 SMA 觀測計劃申請書並撰寫審查報告;
與波⼠頓⼤學的科研合作者 Dr. Moore 進⾏餐敘與學術交流(卡⻄尼計
畫)

10/9/2018 (Tue):

參訪 Dr. Cao 的地球與⾏星科學實驗室與其研究團隊進⾏學術交流討
論

10/10/2018 (Wed): 閱讀 SMA 觀測計劃申請書並撰寫審查報告;
與 SMA TAC 委員進⾏餐敘.
10/11/2018 (Thur):

參加哈佛-史密松天⽂物理中⼼舉辦的 SMA 觀測計劃審查會議

10/12/2018 (Fri):

參加哈佛-史密松天⽂物理中⼼舉辦的⾏星期刊報告演講;
與太陽系天體觀測專家 Dr. Charlie Qi & Dr. Mark Gurwell 進⾏學術
交流

10/13/2018 (Sat):

由美國波⼠頓搭機返回臺灣

10/14/2018 (Sun):

抵達臺灣

學習⼼得報告:
1. SMA
今年是第⼀次參加 SMA TAC 會議, 在會前必須先閱讀~30 篇 SMA 觀測計畫書與撰寫評論,
⽽在會議進⾏時, 會與其他委員進⾏討論, 看該觀測計畫說明有何有趣的科學, 觀測計畫的安
排是否合理, 與資料分析後的結果對科學界有任何貢獻等等. 根據各委員討論的結果, 進⾏評
分與排序. 各委員皆有不同的科學背景, 因此討論的過程相當有趣, 其中也可以學到不同領域
的相關知識, 如星系的化學演化, ⿊洞與活躍星系核等. 另外, 也學到在觀測計畫中, 應該如
何撰寫才能得到委員的⻘睞, 獲得觀測時間, 如科學模型的介紹, 清楚地估計觀測的預測值與
所需要的時間等等. 透過這些學習, 將有助於我未來如何撰寫觀測計畫.

2. CfA
經 Dr. Cao 提起, ⼀起去聽了⼀個很有趣的⾏星期刊報告, 是關於系外⽉亮(exomoon),
題⺫為 Evidence for a large exomoon orbiting Kepler-1625b (Teachey et al., 2018;
Science). 作者利⽤哈伯太空望遠鏡觀測, 找到⼀顆可能為繞⾏系外⾏星(Kepler-1625b)的
系外⽉亮. 觀測上的亮度曲線變化, 符合⼀顆系外⽉亮的凌⽇現象(transit). ⽽根據動⼒學理
論模型計算, 得到這顆系外⾏星質量約為幾個⽊星⼤⼩, ⽽系外⽉亮則接近於海⺩星的⼤⼩.
雖然⺫前這結果僅來⾃於⼀次觀測, 作者們未來將會持續監測. 系外⾏星為⺫前天⽂學最熱⾨
的領域之⼀, 不僅是透過觀測或是理論模擬, 都需要與我們太陽系的天體環境互相⽐較, 因此
瞭解我們太陽系裡的動⼒學與化學的演化, 都可以進⼀步瞭解系外⾏星的相關研究.

CfA 裡的 Dr. Mark Gurwell 與 Dr. Charles Qi 所做的研究皆是觀測太陽系天體, 因此藉
此機會, 與他們進⾏科學討論與交流. Dr. Qi 為彗星觀測專家, 同時也研究與不同原⾏星盤的
化學演化關係. 另外, 我們對年底的 46P 彗星觀測策略, 以及可能的輻射轉移模型應⽤, 進⾏
相關討論. ⽽ Dr. Gurwell 則分享了他最新的觀測結果 – 利⽤ ALMA 偵測到 Triton ⼤氣裡的
HCN 與 H2CO 分⼦, 並討論了這些化學分⼦的可能來源: 來⾃於彗星撞擊帶來的, 或是類似
⼟衛六泰坦的原始⼤氣成分. ⽽由於我參與卡⻄尼任務, 也有做些泰坦⼤氣的化學成分分析,
因為我們也討論地⾯電波觀測結果如何結合太空任務的觀測資料, 可以給予更全⾯的⼤氣結
構與⾼度之分析, 如卡⻄尼號太空船僅飛越過泰坦的⾼層⼤氣, ⽽地⾯電波觀測資料主要是來
⾃泰坦中層⼤氣的輻射. 另外, 泰坦⼤氣化學成分隨著時間與地區的變化, 除了是季節變化,
⾵速的改變等等之外, 可能也與外來的電漿粒⼦撞擊有關.

3. Cassini
Dr. Cao 與 Dr. Moore 皆是我在參與卡⻄年太空任務⼗多年戰友. ⺫前我與 Dr. Cao 的合

作研究為⼟星磁場與⼟星環⼤氣層的交互作⽤, 由於⼟星磁場在⼟星環附近發現到有些異常
的狀況, 因此他們想檢驗⼟星環⼤氣層與離⼦球層是否會造成這些異常. 我提供我的⼟星環模
擬結果, 計算相關的電流與霍爾效應, 將可以驗證該推測是否可⾏. ⽽ Dr. Moore 則是研究⼟
星⼤氣化學與電漿分佈的專家, 最新的卡⻄尼觀測結果顯⽰⼟星⾼層⼤氣有⽐預期多的有機
化學分⼦, 有科學家猜測可能跟⼟星環粒⼦的撞擊有關. 我則提供⼟星環⼤氣層模擬的結果,
看看其分布狀況是否可以解釋相關的觀測資料.

Travel Report for SMA TAC meeting

Name: Wei-Ling Tseng
Institution/Position: Department of Earth Sciences, National Taiwan Normal
University; Assistant Professor
Purpose：Participate in the SMA (Sub-Millimeter Array) Time Allocation
Committee for reviewing the observational proposals
Location：CfA, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA
Travel Time：2019/04/02-2019/04/07
Schedule:
2019/04/02:

Departure from Taiwan and Arrival at Boston (Cambridge), MA, USA

2019/04/03 -2019/04/04:
1. Reviewed the SMA proposals and summarized the comments
2. Listened to Radcliffe Fellow presentation of “The Rise of the Milky Way” given by Prof. Joao
Alves
3. Participated in the SMA proposal review meeting and wrote the final reports
4. Discussed with Dr. Mark Gurwell (CfA) about the radio observations of the solar system
bodies
2019/04/05:
Visited my Cassini collaborator, Dr. Cao, in Harvard University, and updated the results of
the interaction between Saturn’s magnetic field and the main rings
2019/04/06:

Departure from Boston (Cambridge), MA, USA

2019/04/07:

Arrival at Taiwan

Summary report:
I had the opportunity to sit in the public talk of “The Rise of the Milky Way” given by Prof.
Joao Alves from University of Vienna, Austria. It’s a great talk explaining his path-breaking
work, using both space (i.e., GAIA) and ground-based observational data, to measure and

understand the structure of the Milky Way. Prof. Joao Alves also tried to map the space motion
of gas and investigate how our cosmic parents, the giant molecular clouds, give birth to the
stars.
This SMA proposal review meeting is my second-time experience. The total number of the
submitted SMA proposals is growing because of SMA’s upgrades (i.e., 32 GHz frequency
coverage and a part of VLBI baselines). So, I needed to read about 40 proposals and write down
the preliminary comments before flying to Boston, USA. Then, the chair calculated the average
scores and ranks for each proposal based on the inputs from all the committee members.
During the meeting, the top 15 ranked proposals and the ones with highly dispersive scores
were needed for further discussions. It was a great lesson to listen to the opinions of other
committee members during discussions since the members have various scientific fields
including the solar system, star-forming regions, and the large-scale galaxies and black holes.
The diversity made this discussion much colorful. Again, joining this TAC meeting improves my
strategy for writing an excellent observational proposal, for example, putting in the finished
data analysis. This way can show my ability and convince the reviewers that this proposal is
interesting as well as reachable. It also inspired me to write more proposals with the
compelling science (such as SMA and ALMA) in the near future.

科技部專題研究計畫之移地研究出差報告

46P 彗星影像
(來源: http://en.es-static.us/upl/2018/10/comet-wirtanen-11-4-2018-Martin-Mobberleye1541630330270.jpeg)

出差人:

曾瑋玲 (計畫主持人)

任職單位與職稱: 國立臺灣師範大學地球科學系 助理教授
出差時間:

28-30 May, 2019

出差地點:

澳門科技大學

出差目的:

參加 46P 彗星觀測工作小組的進度報告會議

行程:
前往澳門
2019/5/28:
2019/5/29-30: 參加工作小組會議
返回台灣
2019/5/30:

會議記錄與學習心得:
1. Dr. Bodewits
1.1 Gamma-ray burst – tidal disruption of exo-small bodies on a neutron star (Campana
et al., 2012)
1.2 Gas emissions in the cometary coma reveal the local conditions (i.e., gas density) and
radiation environments.
1.3 Various emission mechanisms in the coma: resonant fluorescent, emissive
photodissociation (prompt), dissociative electron impact dissociation, solar wind
charge exchange
2. Dr. Wang
2.1 Detection of HCN (J=1-0) of the comet 46P in the Xing-Jiang observatory with its
hyperfine structure (i.e., F levels)
2.2 Estimated HCN production rate: 6.5x1024 mole. per second
2.3 Variability found during 14-15 Dec 2018
3. Dr. Shi
3.1 Introduction of the solar system study in Purple Mountain Observatory
3.2 Planetary dynamics: inclination angle, period ……
3.3 Planetary (and exoplanetary) atmosphere: Detection of Li (Chen et al., 2018);
Nortmann et al., (2018)
4. Prof. Kuan
4.1 The observation of the comet 46P by JCMT (Scuba-2 and HARP)
4.2 Dust continuum: 450 & 850 micros by Scuba-2
4.3 Target gas composition: HCN, H2CO, CH3OH, CO
4.4 False detection of HDO (bad channel in the detector)
4.5 The optical image shown in the green color is due to C2 gas
5. Dr. Pabari
5.1 Dust in the high-altitude atmosphere of Mars
5.2 Sources: interplanetary dust, dust storm, ejecta from Phobos and Deimos (levitation
and escape from P/D)
5.3 Found the IDP source rate ~2 order of magnitudes higher than that of P/D source

Discussion and Future Work:
1. More observational results (i.e., radio, infrared, optical, X-ray wavelengths) are still to be
processed.
2. Encourage the cometary researchers in the East Asia region to exchange information and
to consolidate their connection.
3. New telescopes will be ready in 2025:
3.1. Radio:
The 500-m FAST telescope in Guizhou, and the 110-m QTT radio
telescope in XAO
3.3IR:
HKU-2 IR telescope
3.3 Optical: The 2.5-m USTC/PMO survey telescope (Tsinghai), 2-m NCU telescope, 4m (XAO); 12-m Large Optical Telescope (XAO), 2-m optical telescope on CSS
3.4 UV:
HKU-3 UV telescope
3.5X-ray:
HKU-1 X-ray telescope, SMILE
3.6 China's first asteroid/main-belt comet mission would have been launched
4 Promote studies of solar system small bodies in Asia and maximize the scientific returns
for solar system.

科技部研究專題計畫補助出國開會與移地研究⼼得報告書

姓名職稱：曾瑋玲

助理教授

服務機關：國⽴台灣師範⼤學地球科學系
出國⺫的：參加2018 Cassini Science Symposium, 給予⼝頭發表論⽂與進⾏學術交
流討論
派赴國家：美國科羅拉多州博德市
出國期間：107/8/11-107/8/22
會議議程與內容:
107/8/11: 由台灣出發搭機抵達開會地點 - 美國科羅拉多州博德市
107/8/12: 註冊報到與參加Reception, 和與會的卡⻄尼科學家們進⾏交流
107/8/13 – 107/8/17: 會議內容重點整理與各研究學者們討論的科研內容
1. Talked With Doug Hamilton (MIMI-CHEMS data)
1.1 Actually it could not tell the composition of mass 28 amu (N2+ or CO+)
1.2 Sharp increase of mass 28 (CO+?) and mass 12 (C+) in 2014 and quick decay in 2016
1.3 In his talk, he also showed N+ has a little bump similar to the one of CO+/C+ in 2014-2016
1.4 Parent source: CO2 (he said he doesn’t care it’s CO2 or CO, just found CO2 has a higher
abundance in Enceladus plume). And he found a paper reference suggesting CO2 sublimation
temperature in the CO2:H2O ice is ~80K, which is around the ring temperature observed
around 2014.

(Hamilton et al., 2018)
1.5 Doug also showed me the O2+/W+ plot => it also showed a bump in 2014-2016 and then
stayed a lower level in 2017 (never back to as high as SOI)
1.6 The O2+ plot: I added the green line after 2013 based on what Doug showed me, but probably
not in the exact ratio value!!

So, the O2+ in 2017 did not reach the SOI
level. Based on my model prediction, the ring
ionspheric density is kind of lower in
Northern sunlit than in Southern sunlit.
Therefore, the scattered O2 into
magnetosphere is less in the northern sunlit.
However, how to explain the bump in
2014-2016??? Since they are ratios of
X+/W+, the magnetospheric stuff should be
canceled out!!

(Credit: Christon et al., 2013)
2. Talked with Mark Perry (INMS)
2.1 He is totally convinced that the F-ring data are fragments of small grain impacts.
2.2 He also thinks that all proximal data are fragments of small grain impacts, however, Hunter
holds an idea that there is a small population of volatile gas (see Kelly Miller’s analysis in the
below).
2.3 I told him about the inconsistency of ring H2 atmosphere between the F-ring orbits and the
proximal orbits. He offered another explanation => the large H2 density in the high-altitude of
proximals is also from fragments similar to the F-ring data (more grain impacts??)
2.4 Mark used the drag force of Saturn’ atomic hydrogen (the H density is several order of
magnitude larger than H2 in ~7,000km altitude) to de-orbit the nanograins/CH4 from the
D-ring. He found the ring grains could travel into Saturn’s equator along the ring plane in a
very narrow band. However, the MIMI-INCA data showed the grain component spread out
when being closer to Saturn (+/- 10 degrees in latitude distribution). So it might be related to
grain charging in Saturn’s ionosphere??
2.5 The estimates of ring grain mass influx into Saturn is ~1-20x10^4 kg/s. It’s huge so probably
not a long-term event?!
3. Talk to Kelly Miller (working with Hunter)
3.1 She used the last three proximal orbits (the low-altitude flybys which showed the Titan-type
spectra) plus the final plunge to do some analysis about latitude distribution: ring plane crossing,
-5 degrees (CA) and +10 degrees from final plunge. She found some species showed variable

mixing ratios in different latitudes, and some species didn’t. The mixing ratios of CH4/mass 28 (CO,
N2) are constant in different latitudes, so they are volatile gas component. However, the ratios of
NH3, H2O and CO2 are depleted in the high latitude, so they are from refractory grains – since
grains are located in the equator.
4. Sean Hsu (the CDA data)
4.1 Detected several 10s nm sized grains at a density of 3-8 x10^-2 m-3
4.2 Two grain components are detected: along the ring plane and in the mid-latitude with an
enhancement in the south, which maps back to 1.35Rs
4.3 Composition: >90% water ice in the ring plane component & >60% silicates in the mid-latitude
component (=> hard to explain why different composition??)
4.4 Production rate: 1,800 – 6,800 kg/s
5. Many people asked why CDA did not see abundant organic material in the grains? (INMS: only
~20% is water) => Mark said INMS saw much smaller grains (a few nm sized) and INMS could not
measure silicates. In addition, Jeff Cuzzi has a theory that probably meteorites impacts on the large
grains make water ice evaporated and also induce chemical reactions producing organic material!!
6. CDA measurements:
6.1 The exogeneous dust at Saturn primarily came from EKBs (kuiper-belt) and JFCs
(Jupiter-family comets) based on the calculations of injection speeds, inclinations and sizes. (so
full of organic material??)
6.2 3.6x10^-16 kg/m2/s < mass flux < 4.2x10^-15 kg/m2/s; flux could have only been higher in
the past
7. Based on the Cassini results: the ring mass <0.4 Mimas & volume fraction of pollutants (low) &
IDPs influx (high); most ring-age model suggested a young ring of 1-200 million years.
8. Many evidences (like MAG data, Auroral hiss, RPWS data) showed a new field-aligned current
system in the inner edge of D-ring. The D-ring – Saturn’s ionosphere connection & complex dusty
plasma
9. MIMI data showed the innermost radiation belt inside the D-ring: double charge exchange of
Saturn’s exosphere
10. Hao Cao: the MAG team asked us about the ring ionosphere in the email. They want to use the
radial/transverse current along the ring plane to account for the suppressed azimuthal magnetic
field B_phi map back to the A-C ring. So they want me to calculate the Hall conductance based on
the ring ionospheric density.

移地研究:
107/8/20: 順道拜訪以認識多年的科研合作者–Dr. Sean Hsu ⼯作於 Laboratory for
Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of Colorado Boulder. Dr. Hsu 主要科

研⼯作為分析卡⻄尼號太空船上的塵埃探測器之觀測資料, 瞭解⼟星環中的塵埃粒⼦
分佈情形, 並利⽤電腦模擬這些塵埃的動⼒學. 除此之外, 他另有參與探究⼟衛⼆
Enceladus 與⽊衛⼆ Europa 的地下海洋化學成分之實驗室⼯作. 同時, 他也是我這
兩年關於 Enceladus 與 Europa 的 ALMA 觀測計畫裡的合作者之⼀, 我們針對最新的
ALMA 觀測資料討論分析策略與最新科研成果.

由Dr. Hsu帶領參觀塵埃動⼒學實驗室, 實驗設計主要為探討充電過程, 在外加電磁場中的移動路徑,
以及塵埃進⼊偵測器後的撞擊情形等等, 實驗結果⽤來解釋卡⻄尼太空船上的塵埃偵測器之觀測資
料.

107/8/21 – 107/8/22: 搭機返台
⼯作記錄:
(1) 論⽂發表(⼝頭報告; 第⼀作者): The ring atmosphere/ionosphere revisited using
results from the Cassini Grand Finale Mission (107/8/14)
論⽂摘要:
Title: The ring atmosphere/ionosphere revisited using results from the Cassini Grand Finale Mission
Authors: Wei-Ling Tseng1 ; Bob Johnson2 ; O. J. Tucker3 ; Mark Perry4 ; Wing-Huen Ip5 , and Hunter
Waite6

1 NTNU, Taiwan; wltseng@ntnu.edu.tw; 2 UVa, USA; rej@eservices.virginia.edu; 3 NASA Goddard,
USA; ojt9j1@gmail.com; 4 APL, USA; Mark.Perry@jhuapl.edu; 5 NCU, Taiwan;
wingip@astro.ncu.edu.tw; 6 SwRI, USA; hwaite@swri.edu
Abstract: During the Cassini Grand Finale mission, this spacecraft, for the first time, has carried out
the in-situ measurements of Saturn’s upper atmosphere as well as aspects of its extended ring
atmosphere. This provides critical new information for understanding the interaction between the
main rings and the complete Saturnian system. The ring atmosphere has been shown to be a source of
neutrals throughout the Saturn’s system. This atmosphere thought to be primarily generated by the
thermal desorption of the photolytic decomposition products of water ice (Johnson et al., 2006) has
been shown to be a seasonal source of neutrals and plasma for Saturn’s magnetosphere (Tseng et al;
2010; 2013; Christon et al., 2013; 2014). In addition, the main rings have been suggested to have a
strong interaction with Saturn’s atmosphere (Connerney and Waite, 1984; O'Donoghue et al., 2013;
Waite et al., 2018) and ionosphere possibly through the inward diffusion of charged grains and
scattered neutrals as well as by plasma exchange along field lines. The data from Cassini Grand Finale
mission, now being analyzed, has already shed light on the dominant physics and chemistry in this
region of Saturn’s magnetosphere and exhibits surprising differences from what was seen at SOI
(Elrod et al., 2012; 2014). Although recent analysis suggests that nano-sized grains were present
outside the main rings (Johnson et al. 2017) at SOI, the presence of carbonaceous molecules were
detected both during the proximal and F-ring orbits and have been suggested to come from the main
rings (i.e., the INMS data from Waite et al., 2017; MIMI data from Mitchel et al., 2017). Using the new
Cassini data as constraints we will revisit our earlier simulations of the ring atmosphere/ionosphere
(Tseng et al., 2010; 2013). The goal will be to describe the temporal evolution from what was
observed at SOI, an ring atmosphere dominated by O2 and H2 , to what was seen during the Grand
Finale missions, a ring atmosphere which significant sources of carbon-containing species: e.g., CO,
CO2 , CH4 (Perry et al., 2017; Waite et al., 2017; Waite et al., 2018). Of particular interest will be the
relative roles of gas phase molecules and small grains in redistributing material throughout the
Satunian system and into Saturn’s atmosphere.
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會議記錄與學習心得:
1. Saur: Wave-Particle Interaction in Jupiter's stressed Magnetosphere
Cases: force-free 0= jxB & not force-free jxB \= 0
Locally not force-free: Saur et al., 2003; 2018; Mark & Saur, 2007
Wave-Particle Interaction: resonance condition
2. Moore: Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling at the Giant Planets: Effect of Hydrocarbon
Ions on Ionospheric Electrical Conductance
Jupiter’s polar region
Circuit closure in the ionosphere
Charge exchange and recombination
Electrical conductance: Modeling, Moses and Poppe (2017)
Do we really need the hydrocarbon ions? The modeling results showed an insignificant
effect in the ionosphere > 500km, and ~20-30% error in conductance for calculations
that ignore complete hydrocarbon chemistry
3. Krupp: The CASSINI Grand Finale in Saturn's Magnetosphere 2016-2017 in the View of
Neutral And Charged Particles Measured by the MIMI Instrument
A local time confined electron radiation belt in the F-ring (Roussos et al., 2018)
Innermost radiation belt: origin from CRAND process (kollmann et al., 2015)
MeV radiation belt particles between Saturn and D-ring (krupp et al., 2018)
4. Dougherty: A Magnetic Perspective on the Interior of Saturn
Magnetic equator shift northward ~ 2808 km +/- 12 km, confirming the north-south
asymmetric nature of Saturn’s magnetic field
The “peak-to-peak” longitudinal variations in the equatorial region is Z<18km; indicating
that the magnetic axis is aligned with the spin axis within 0.007 degrees
5. Koga: Spatial Distribution of Io's Neutral Oxygen Cloud During a Volcanically Quiet and
Active Periods in 2014-2015
Source mechanism: sublimation of surface frost vs. volcanic event
Escape processes, speed distribution and azimuthal evolution
6. Kita: Jupiter's Aurora Light Curve after 2016 Obtained from Hisaki EXCEED
Dusk side vs. Dawn side asymmetry: due to its rotation

7. Smith: Resolving the Titan Torus Mystery…Finally
N+ ion torus distribution from the CAPS data
UVIS data showed N2 <0.5% in the Enceladus plumes
The inconsistency between the CAPS and MIMI data
Titan’s complex ambient plasma environments: ~18% of its orbital time in the
magnetosheath => ionization
Torus erosion
Dense plasma region in the dusk encounters => N+ detection
Existence of Titan’s torus, however, it mainly depends on the source location in the
magnetosphere (i.e., electron population & ionization)
N2 escape rate: consistent with Smith et al., 2007
8. Kivelson: Plasma Heating and Transport: Jupiter and Saturn
Plasma temperature vs. radial distance: heating mechanisms
Heating processes: inward transport (injections & interchanges); electric fields; waveparticle interactions
9. Azari: A Statistical Picture of Pitch Angles of Interchange Events at Saturn and
Implications for Energization and Losses
CRAND process: MeV protons locally produced since > a few hundred keV protons hard
to cross the moons’ orbits
10.Nordheim: Charged Particle Weathering of Icy Satellites
Europa radiation environments: ExB drift in the trailing side + Gradient curvature drift in
the leading side
How deep do these energetic particles go?
n 100 MeV: 10s cm
n secondary particles
n radiation dose
At mid- and high latitude regions: significantly less radiation process at the depth of cm
Survivability of amino acids on Europa’s surface: at mid/high latitudes < 10 Myrs.
Ions: gyroradius effect
11.Sekine: How to Make a Habitable Satellite around a Gas Giant – Energy and Building
Materials
Chemical reactions upon gas accretion, shock-heating, in the circumplanetary disk
Shock temperature of accreting material
Formation of gas planets: planet mass determines the survivability of C, N; 0.5 jupiter
mass is a threshold
Saturn: NH3/CO2/CH4 can be trapped in ice
Hydrothermal activity in Europa

12.Dols: Interaction of Moon Atmospheres with Jupiter's magnetosphere
Radial profile: asymmetry
Time variations
Neutral clouds: SO2+ in the torus?
Io: induced magnetic filed?
Europa: O2 atmosphere ~ 1015 cm-2
Callisto: large density in the ionosphere; photoionization dominated; induction in the
subsurface layer?
13.Arnold: Magnetic Signatures of a Plume at Europa During the Galileo E26 Flyby
MAG data showed the magnetic perturbations consistent with plumes seen in E12/E26
flybys during Galileo era.
Discussions in the Poster Sessions:
1. Daniel Santos-Costa: Revisiting the role of neutrals and high-latitude particle sources
on the distribution of warm to energetic electrons at Saturn
*I collaborate with Dr. Santos-Costa on this work and provide the neutral cloud
density distribution in Saturn’s magnetosphere.
2. Elias Roussos: A Local-Time Confined Electron Radiation Belt Generated by Saturn's
F-Ring
The depletion of the MeV electrons started at several thousands kms away from the
A-ring.
Local time/longitudinal asymmetry
The convection flow of MeV electrons & F-ring could be a source (cosmic ray particle
impacts)
3. Becker: Constraining Europa's Exospheric Trace Abundances with HST/STIS Spectral
Imaging
The detection of sulfur species in the trailing side of Europa’s surface; consistent
with plasma sputtering
4. Snowden: The Impact of Magnetospheric Particle Precipitation on Titans Upper
Atmosphere
5. Sekine: Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer-Science objectives by JUICE-Japan
6. Giono: A closer look at the statistics and systematics of limb anomaly detections in
Europa transit observation by HST/STIS

Summary and Future Work:
1. A lot of updated results of JUNO space mission and the HISAKI satellite telescope were
presented in this conference. It provides us a more comprehensive knowledge of
Jupiter’s aurora and its magnetospheric conditions.

2. It’s a great opportunity to meet my old international colleagues and make new friends.
In the face-to-face discussions, it’s more efficient to examine the current progress and
made a plan for the next-step research.
3. Joining this conference gave me more ideas about revisiting my research work of the role
of the ring atmosphere/ionosphere in the Saturnian system, and the ALMA observations
of Europa’ exosphere.
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Award:
NASA Group Achievement to Cassini Plasma
Spectrometer Team
Proposal Awards:
1.ALMA Cycle 7 proposal of “The Molecular
Exosphere of Ceres: Pinpointing Its Surface
Origins” with project code 2019.1.01118.S has
been approved.
2.JCMT M20AP002 entitled "Gas composition of the
long-period comet C/2017 K2 (PANSTARRS) beyond
Jupiter’s orbit" has been approved as Tier 1
having a priority on telescope.
其他成果
3.JCMT M19AP031 entitled "Target of Opportunity
（無法以量化表達之成果如辦理學術活動 Comet Observing (19A)" has been approved and
、獲得獎項、重要國際合作、研究成果國 carried out.
際影響力及其他協助產業技術發展之具體 International Cooperation:
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1.Team member of the Strofio instrument onboard
the ESA Bepi-Colombo mission to Mercury.
2.Team member of the MASPEC instrument onboard the
NASA Europa Clipper mission to Europa.
3.Team member of Ring-Planet Interaction of ISIS
4.NASA Planetary Mission Concept Studies: Jupiter
System Dynamics Observatory at Sun-Jupiter
Lagrangian Point One; Proposal # 18-PMCS18-0016;
P.I.: Hsiang-Wen, Hsu (University of Colorado
Boulder, USA)
5.NASA Planetary Mission Concept Studies: Saturn
Ring Skimmer; Proposal # 18-PMCS18-0050; P.I.:
Matthew Tiscareno (SETI Institute, USA)

